What is the best hip approach for total hip arthroplasty?
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Pincus and colleague’s (1) well-designed population-based propensity-matched study found direct anterior approach (DAA) total hip arthroplasty (THA) to have a small but increased major complication risk versus lateral and posterior approaches at 1-year. These findings further increase the debate: what is the best THA approach and what drives an increased interest in DAA? Is it evidence-based driven by patient functional outcome superiority, or is it marketing driven in an attempt to capture business? A large trend study showed 76% of DAA-surgeons reported increased patient market share while 66% of non-performers recognized lost patient referrals (2).

Although another study showed the most significant factors influencing THA surgical approach choice was residency/fellowship training, a smaller percentage (10%) reported changing their approach due to “marketing pressure (3).” Increased DAA-THA complications could be from surgeons stirring outside their “comfort-zone” to keep pace with market demand or expanding indications without adequate risk-stratification. Therefore, it is important to differentiate marketing from scientific data. Shofoluwe et al. (4) demonstrated that >20% of Hip/Knee Surgeon members promoted DAA, claiming faster recovery and decreased pain benefits, 9-times more frequently than any potential procedural risk. It is imperative to understand DAA is not ubiquitously indicated and that marketing is likely compelling surgeons to learn/perform DAA to sustain patient referrals, especially in competitive urban regions.

Importantly, any surgical approach can achieve excellent outcomes, if performed well. Each approach has its own risks, benefits, indications, and contraindications. Although DAA advocates promote early recovery and low dislocation risk (5), this study found DAA having greater dislocation rates, significantly higher than current literature. Posterior approach supporters claim utilitarian nature, while critics indicate increased instability (5). Although lateral approach has inherent stability, opposers focus on persistent postoperative Trendelenburg gait risk (6).

In the face of largely inconclusive data to definitely support one approach superiority, and in an era of value-based comprehensive care, it is vital to acknowledge that successful THA outcomes involve alignment of various perioperative phases of care and establishing a multidisciplinary team. Optimizing patient selection, comorbidities, care-coordination, patient education, shared decision making, and setting patient expectations is as important in THA success as an individual’s surgical approach. Therefore, the question regarding the best surgical THA approach remains. Studies, like this current one, helps highlight that greatly marketed DAA is not without complications. Despite excellent outcomes through any hip approach, further evidence-based approaches need to be developed to establish value-base care and personalized selection of approach based on patient characteristics and disease severity.
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